Visual Storytelling #2 - *Examples for retreats, special events, classes, trips*

Where are you going, what are you learning? Sketch journaling records the story and experiences of participants and journeys. Create and give “more” to your clients and yourself with visual storytelling during and after organized trips, retreats, classes, tours, and events. Combine learning points and destination facts, all in a quick sketch format with your words plus participant’s “ah ha” moments. A great “leave behind” along with your written notes and information... use in presentation and talks during or after events. A personal touch for all to show, socially share, and future plan...great for passing on to associates and other “travelers” to find you and your valuable teachings and offerings!
Workshops, special retreats, educational “ahas”, moments to ponder, memories of tours and trips...your custom sketch journals record special stories, thoughts, and flow memories.
Visual Storytelling: sketch journals for trips, retreats, special events, day by day, or event programming
Visual Storytelling illustrations put the “personal” into your custom tours and travel offerings
Tours own a unique personal touch with illustrated visual journals, a collection of day-to-day memories.
A sketch journal is a keepsake of culture along with the “personal” art of what photos do not record.
Experience is a story of history, art, place, tour guide “speak”, weather, environment, treats, and dining
Sketch journaling provides creative recall for all the stops and moments along the way.
Destination Classes: record teachings, location, shared “after class” experiences
Sketched Visual Storytelling re-enforces inspirations and new ideas
Travel, class time, rest time, all make up the art of storytelling in each journey.